
YOUR PREMIUM CASE

We’re delighted to be introducing you to Manchester-
based Alphabet Brewing this month.

As soon as we tried their beers, we knew we had to get them 
in the glasses of our comrades! So, we’ve made them our main 
feature for October and you’ll find a couple in your case this month.

They’re easy to spot from their awesome label artwork, designed 
by local artist, Hammo. Behind those great labels are hop-forward, 

brilliant-quality beers that we know you’ll love as much as we do.

Unfortunately, Manchester was ‘locked down’ when we were due 
to visit, but we’ve enjoyed getting to know them virtually! You can 
read all about Alphabet in our behind-the-scenes article in the 
“Meet the Brewers” section of our website. Grab one of their beers 
and learn more about the hard-working brewers that made it.

Cheers comrade!
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Nelson, Pale Ale
Sustainability is at the heart of everything Stroud 
does. Local, craft maltsters, all organic ingredients 
and spent grains go to feed local livestock.

How Idaho Can You Go? Pale Ale
What do Idaho 7 hops smell and taste like? 
Have this and you’ll know! A 100% single-hop 
pale from our friends at Fierce & Noble using 
only Idaho 7 for bittering and aroma.

 

Citra, NEIPA Jnr
A junior juice explosion! This session NEIPA is 
packed with the king of new world hops, Citra. 
Hazy, soft, juicy and sessionable.

Yawnie, Bitter
Soil Association approved. Rigorous standards 
allow only the absolute best organic ingredients 
into this delicious Cotswold bitter. A chestnut 
coloured ale with notes of plum and toasted bread.

Brew Infinity, DDH Pale
Fresh off Quantock’s new canning line. Bursting 
at the seams with hits of stone fruit and citrus 
this hazy crusher is bound to be a crowd pleaser.  

Lilo, DDH Pale
Phantom is one of the hottest new breweries 
in the UK, so we reached out to them to make 
an exclusive beer just for Brew Republic. They 
obliged with an ultra-hoppy pale with a blend 
of Citra and Strata hops. Cheers Comrades!

Vegan CanStemmed Classic Bottle
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Shake It Off, Milkshake IPA
I just wanna shake, shake, shake … a milkshake 
IPA that is! Our exclusive collaboration beer 
with Alphabet just for our comrades.

Treasure Valley, Sour IPA
The two trendiest beer styles collide in  
this sour IPA. Expect a lactic, tart character 
underpinning a dry hop of Citra, Idaho 7  
& El Dorado hops.

Supermarionation, Red Ale
Designed for drinkability. Mild toffee notes with 
a lingering sweetness and a spicy hop note to 
balance the whole show.

Electric Boogaloo, Passion Fruit NEIPA
Hazy, creamy, fresh & fruity!  Tiny Rebel builds 
on their recent success of New England style 
hazy IPA’s by adding loads of passion fruit, 
cranking the flavour up to 11!

Mosaic Session IPA
Our 100% hopped Mosaic session IPA layers 
pithy citrus and tropical fruit flavours over a 
soft malt body.

White Haze, Pale Ale
A fruit-forward, hazy IPA that pours yellow-
gold and is explosively aromatic. A soft, smooth 
mouthfeel is followed by refreshing tropical fruit 
flavours from the addition of Citra, Amarillo and 
Mosaic hops.
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Next month, an EXCLUSIVE collab from Pope’s Yard ...

PREMIUM FEATURED BEERS


